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Abstract: In the recent days internet is becoming most popular mean of data transmission.
Many private and public sector such as government sector, medical sector, share markets, IT
Industries, educational sectors uses internet for data transmission. The data transmission
over internet facing a problem of data security as the confidentiality of is the most important
issue. Many researches are going on to solve the problem of data security. Cryptography and
steganography are the methods to achieve a data security. In a given paper a method is
proposed by combining a steganography with encryption. In a given method the audio signal
is used to hide a text data using steganography and then this signal is encrypted to provide a
double layer of data security
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INTRODUCTION
Internet is most widely used medium in a day to day life. It plays a vital role in the field of
communication, commerce, Banking and various banking, privet sectors. Internet is fastest
means of communication as large amount of data can be transferred in short duration of time.
The transmission of data over an internet facing problem of security. Most of transactions done
using a network require confidentiality of data such as bank transaction, e-commerce activities.
In order to provide the confidentiality to data transmitted over internet various encryption
methods are used. Steganography is one of the data hiding technique used for securing data
while transmitted over internet. Steganography is method of data encryption in which a secrete
data is hidden in cover media. The secrete data that is to be hidden may be text, image, audio,
video or animation. Similarly the cover media may be anything such as text, image, audio, video
or animation. The Steganography is art of hiding secret information in cover medium.
In steganography the term is used stago -media which represents a cover media with hidden
information. In steganography the original media and stago-media are seems to be similar in
appearance. For example in case of image steganography both cover image and stago-image
are similar in their physical appearance though technically there is deference in both.
I.

EXISTING WORK

Many public places such as Banking sectors, Share markets, Educational sectors, IT industries,
Government sectors and Medical sectors required secured secret data transmission. There are
many software’s developed by the hackers to attack on any weak secret key (password) [1]
Thus password is not enough to protect the data; data is to be encrypted while transforming
over internet.
There are two methods of cryptography symmetric key cryptography and public key
cryptography. In symmetric key cryptography sender and receiver both uses a same secrete key
while in public key cryptography different keys are used for encryption and decryption. There
secrete key cryptography is categorized as stream cipher and block cipher [2], [3].
Steganography:
Another method to achieve higher level of the security is steganography. Steganography is art
and science of hiding file in another file. The terms used most commonly in steganography are
given as
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Cover Media: The file which is used to hide the information is known as cover media. The cover
media may be any text file, audio file, image file or video
Secrete Data: The secrete data that is to be hidden in cover file. The secrete data may be any
text, image, audio or video file
Stago-Media: The cover signals with a hidden secrete data is known as stago-Media
Steganalysis: It is process of recovering original data from stago- media.
One of the methods of speech encryption is five level cryptography. Five level cryptography in
speech processing in multi hash and repositioning of speech elements, cryptograph is applied
on audio to increase the security of audio data during transmission. The encrypted message
consists of background noise, hiss and clicking noise which represents meaningless to the
unauthorized person. [4][5]
Our scenario is that two sides need to communicate with each other securely throughout local
network or the internet. They need to ensure confidentiality of information transmitted using
cryptography algorithm. While using a concept of steganography with an images, it is
performed on binary format of an image in decimal to binary color digital images are made up
of pixels and pixels are made up of combination of primary colors red green blue (RGB) [6].
Actually the concept of separate reversible data hiding technique is based on steganography
and related with internet security. This technique based on attributes like compressiondecompression, encryption decryption, data embedding- data extracting, creating space at LSB
of the pixel of the image providing security [7] [8].
LSB Bit Substitution Method
Some modern steganography algorithm inserts the text characters directly in the LSBs of the
image pixel’s. Usually 24-bit or 8-bit files are used to store digital images. 24-bit images provide
more space for data hiding. The color information is retrieved from three primary colors: red,
green & blue. 24-bit images use 3 bytes for each pixel, where each primary color is represented
by 1 byte. So in 24-bit images each pixel can represent 16,777,216 color values. The lower two
bits of these color values are used to hide the data, but this change is so little that is
undetectable for the human visual system. This method is known as Least Significant Bit
insertion. [9]
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PROPOSED WORK

A new proposed method for audio signal encryption in combination with data hiding the
proposed system use of higher LSB bit replacement algorithm for data hiding. In this technique
the secret audio file is encrypted using a secret key. This encrypted audio is again used to hide a
secret message. With the help of higher LSB bit replacement the proposed algorithm uses a
common key between transmitter and receiver known as positioning key
Methodology for secure data hiding with robust encryption method:
This encryption method provides a security to audio signal the whole process can be best
described with following three sections:Proposed system uses a method of encryption of image for audio encryption. In image
steganography the secrete information is hidden in cover image. The encryption process is then
applied to this combination of data. Various methods are used for data hiding; the proposed
method uses a higher LSB bit replacement method. Here we hide a secrete message in audio
signal/data
A. Proposed method for encryption of secret audio signal
1. The audio signal is to be processed is in the form of wave which consist of samples
2. Each sample of the audio wave is in 8 bit and represented in a binary format
3. In proposed method the secret key is to be generated for encryption of the audio signal
4. The key is generated by permutation of numbers between 0 to 7 as each sample is 8 bit and
number between 0 to 7 can be used to indicate position of bits in a sample Data Hiding


For data hiding the secret data is to be converted into its binary format



The data is then hide by using higher LSB bit replacement algorithm



The encrypted output is encrypted stego-audio

B. Encryption Process:The encryption of stago-audio signal is done by positioning shifting the bits of sample of audio
signal. Using no in a queue the bit at that position in a sample is swapped. After performing key
based encryption method the encrypted audio signal is obtained.
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C. Decryption Process:
The secret data that is to be hidden in encrypted stago-audio is extracted by using decryption
algorithm. At this step stago-audio is obtain secrete data is extracted by data extraction
method. Thus original audio signal and the secrete data is obtained. The decryption is carried
out as given below:
1. At receiver side the receiver will get encrypted stago- audio which is encrypted from of the
Secret audio with hidden secrete message.
2. The decryption algorithm is applied to the stago audio file
3. The decryption algorithm provides a decrypted stago- audio which is combination of audio
data and secrete message.
4. Now to separate both secrete audio signal and secrete message signal data extraction
method is used.
5. As a result of data extraction method two separate secrete information is obtain original
audio signal and secrete message
III.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In a given paper an audio signal is used as cover file and secrete message is hidden at the higher
LSB bit of an audio signal. After this step we get stago- audio is this stago –audio is then
encrypted. Thus the resultant audio signal obtain is provide a double layer of data security by
means of data hiding and encryption method used in combination with the steganography. The
original audio and stago-audio are found to be same that is difference is not detected by human
auditory system the screenshots given in figure 1, 2 and 3 shows the plots of audio after each
step

Figure1: Original Audio Signal
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Figure2: Stago- Audio With hidden data

Figure3: Encrypted Stago Audio Signal
It becomes very difficult to distinguish in original audio and encrypted audio. As the security of
this method depends on the algorithm used it becomes very difficult to reveal original data
during transmission
IV.

CONCLUSION
In a given paper an audio steganography is used in combination with encryption to provide a
double layer of security. This method provides a double layer of security. The first level of
security is achieved by data hiding using a steganography and second level is achieved by
encryption method used.
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